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About This Game

Mind Unleashed is a first person Sci Fi shooter game specifically designed for Virtual Reality. You are a robot that is trying
hard to survive in a secret military base, inside a rocky mountain. Rocks and futuristic stuff will surround you in this epic

challenge where you'll need to survive as long as possible, fighting hordes of robotic enemies.

Pick up very advanced weapons, take cover and wait the right time to destroy your enemy and play with strategy if you want to
survive!

In Mind Unleashed ARENA there are 15 waves of enemies to defeat in order to win. Each waves will be progressively harder
with more robots and/or stronger robots with different weapons, aesthetics, speeds, damages, health and special abilities.

Choose the class fit best your skills: Engineer, Assault or Specialist.

Each skill offers its own play-style with 2 different abilities.
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If the player destroys all the enemies of a wave, an alarm will alert him that a new wave is going to be spawned. The player has
10 seconds before the new wave spawns. They can take advantage of this delay to find health packs, ammo etc.

The main objective of the game is to reach the 15th wave of enemies and defeat the last boss.Of course the game will allow
unlimited game play after victory.

As other objectives that could help the player to accomplish the first, Special "rooms" are available that have inside 2 or more
health packs and weapons for a quick restock.

Since the game natively supports VR headsets like the Oculus Rift, we're making sure the game is as immersive as possible,
motion sickness free and comfortable. We're adopting a smart UI system to make everything readable within the VR headsets.

We also paying particular attention to make choices that perfectly fit and surprise the player while playing in VR. This means
that we're trying to make the game as spectacular and interesting as possible, also on a visual side trying to encourage the player

to explore each zone of the map and each area.

The game is also optimized as much as possible to play perfectly smooth even on high demand VR headsets.

Also, since the default controller for VR (Especially Oculus) is the Xbox game pad,we're fully supporting the Xbox 360/One
game pad AND the keyboard+mouse.

However, the game automatically detects if an headset is turned on or off and it will start the game accordingly.

STRATEGIC / STEALTH OR AGGRESSIVE APPROACHES
Play both with a more strategic / stealth approach or a more direct one. Beware that you'll be alone with waves of
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enemies, so in same cases be more silent could be a smart idea!

DYNAMIC GROUND AND AERIAL COMBAT
Hide between objects quietly or quickly fly in the air to destroy the enemies avoiding their shots, your choice!

HIGHLY REPLAYABLE
Re-playable almost ad infinitum, improve your previous performance and try to reach the next wave without dying.

DEEP AND FUTURISTIC ATMOSPHERES
Use your flash light if needed and enjoy this deep and futuristic atmosphere that will completely immerse you.

3 DIFFERENT AREAS
3 different areas to explore. You'll be able to unlock them going further through enemy waves. Each of them have its
own different style.

3 DIFFERENT CLASSES
Choose from 3 different classes: Engineer, Assault or Specialist and use their special abilities to let you destroy them all!

BOSS AND DYNAMIC AIs
Fight against different kinds of enemy waves with different AIs and pay particular attention to the bosses. You'll need to
destroy them using more strategy and accuracy.
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Title: Mind Unleashed
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Frost Earth Studio
Publisher:
IV Productions
Release Date: 5 May, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 660 (No VR) - Nvidia GTX 970 (VR) or AMD equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4.4 GB available space

English
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Pretty good free game with interesting storyline.. Men of Valor. This game will pretty much wanna make you ragequit but you
can have some pretty awsome moments. The only issue I have with the game is the save system.. Total buggy mess. What should
I expect when Ubisoft is on the job?

Never again.. Its a lot like Super Hexagon...

Except in Super Hexagon, I can beat the first level.

11/10. Absolutely gorgeous music.. Zombie Exodus was simple to learn and easy to play. The writing style is enjoyable and the
fate of your character and your team is in your hands. This game has a lot of replay value. I didn't like the ending I got and will
definitely be playing again.. Fun simple card game. Much better than solitair!. I LOVE THIS SO MUCH.

This type of VNs are really good for the heart. 'Cause it heals brah!
I love everything about this VN, albeit I wish it was more longer.

Hey devs, I don't mind spending more than $40 for a VN, just please make it longer. I know there's some asthetic in short story-
like VNs, but this Fox Hime franchise, I think, could push more than 4 hours of playthrough.

Add more characters, rivals, events so we can see some kind of development.

Great game! Would definitely buy if ever an another Fox Hime will be released.

Fox Hime Zero - 8.2/10. Kinda fun casual game! It's free and you can tell. Still pretty fun.. nice trading cards...
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Nice if you are 5-8 years old...... or really really hung over.. This game is the platonic ideal of "So Bad It's Good" in 2016.
The setting and backgrounds are lovingly crafted - atmospherically, this game is well crafted. The world-building is compelling
and effective in a genuine way.
The characters aren't so flat so much as they are each absurd caricatures and self-contradictory when it helps progress the plot.
Somehow, this and certain animations definitely not functioning the way that they are supposed to work. The character writing
feels like an 11 year old boy created an erotic sci-fi fantasy thriller with an every-man Gary Stu reacting to ~wacky situations~
but driven by his moral compass and trouser-snake. Again, somehow, it works, but only if you're willing to appreciate it on this
level. If that's a thing you're into, this visual novel has absolute B-Movie charm and replay value. If you are looking for a
narrative that you can take seriously, look a different place, but if you're looking for a well realized execution of bad fanfiction
for boyz, this is really pretty great. There will be all of the manga breasts and lulz you can ask for.. This game is definitively
worth the term meditative. The art, music and world design is nicely done. Movement through the world is fluid and there is a
nice straightforward game puzzle mechanic which can provide some challenge in later levels but does not interfere much with
the relaxing atmosphere. I found myself replaying levels as a way to chill out after really hectic events and it helped a lot. While
this would not be a long game or particularly challenging it is a breath of fresh air. It is like watching small waves lap onto a
beach in summer with a cool drink in one hand and the other playing the game.. I really wish there were an in between
recommend option, like a meh. Like the trailer suggests, this is a game where you play an Alchemist who wakes up with no
memories and a daughter whose soul is removed. His entire goal in the game is to save his daughter's soul and bring her back to
life; to do this, he makes and destroies many homunculi girls as part of a month long ritual to attempt to put his daughter's soul
back in her body.

I did really enjoy most of this game. I really liked the dark story telling with the homunculi girls, they were all very interesting to
me and had unique personalities. My favorite part of the story were the letters they would send Faust, some girls would become
terrified of you, some actually were willing sacrifices, and others were convinced they were different. These letters
unfortunately had no efffect on game play, but I really enjoyed them, and it made the sacrificing more important narratively.
Personally, I'm more of a story player, so these letters as well as befriending the villegers really made me not care about the
grinding game play. It is repetative, but I didn't really mind. I wanted to make all the daughters and get all the letters and most of
the semi-endings. So I really recommend the first 5.7/5.8 hours.

The problem is the ending. I won't spoil it here, but I feel like to enjoy this game you have to be a story player *because* the
game play is repetative, but then to enjoy the story, the actual plot fails it. The ending doesn't make a lot of sense. It is a plot
twist so you could argue that its supposed to be unexpected, but it introduces so many new elements to it and there is no hinting
from the game, except for one character arguably. The ending does have a sense of poetry, but the convoluted and arguably out
of character decisions make it fall flat. It seems like the story in general was meant to be a commentary/mirror for child labor,
which I think was very strong in the beginning, but the ending really got away from that story, which was the heart of the game
and the experience. It does comment on the type of person Faust is, but theres nothing else. The reason I bought this game was
to explore Faust's relationships with the homunculi, but that was totally forgotten in the end for a convoluted and out of
character ending that wanted to be a twist and served no other purpose.

I would recommend it at a lower price. Buy it when its on sale, and go for the letters. Other then that ¯\_(ツ)_/¯. The Ultimate
Slav Simulator!
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